Britain grooms its political elite by means of privileged abandonment in childhood, but the boarding habit is so normalised that, like fish that don’t notice water, we ignore how extraordinary it is to foreigners, how traumatic to children, how regressive for society. Institutionalised as the ‘Independent System,’ favourably polarised with state provision, it blinds us by a trap baited with ‘parental choice.’

But normalisation is a powerful and often overlooked defence mechanism that operates on a systemic, rather than individual, level. Psychotherapy can get bogged down in the myth of individualism, running from the political to hide in the private, morbidly afraid of generalisations, systemic perspectives, national characteristics. This affects how we see our clients, and, in a class-ridden society like Britain, such attitudes court irresponsibility.
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Wounded Healers, Cardiff. 650 likes · 3 talking about this. Wounded Healers blend electronic music with live performance, with vocals by Enbe and...Â Live hip-hop/drum & bass collective from Cardiff, Wales, UK. Wounded Healers blend hip hop and electro See more.

CommunitySee all. Wounded Healer Lyrics: His footprints are fading away from the beach / We're not a family to pray or to preach / But daddy's best friend took a handful of pills and now he's at a podium making a speech.Â About “Wounded Healer”. This song was released on George Watsky’s mixtape “Nothing Like the First Time” on June 11th, 2012. Father’s Day fell on June 17th, and this song is a tribute to Watsky’s still-living father, written from the perspective of a child watching his father aging. “Wounded Healer” Track Info.